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I became the guardian of a slave who was mistreated by its last owner. At first, when she was with me, the situation we found ourselves in was strange. She, of course, did not trust, but thanks to communication we became friends. We were inspired and made friends. I bought her new clothes, and she
wore it. Over time I began to feel something different and think now. I think I'm done falling in love with her. Life With a Slave-Teaching Feeling - revolves around the daily life of a doctor who eventually becomes the guardian of a slave, which was previously abused by his last master. As the game begins,
the player gives options to which can determine the doctor's personality, over the days of play. How to install : 1. Extract and run patch : 1. Set game 2. Download and re-save all the data (download save in a clean game and save it, do it for each transfer) IMPORTANT! IF YOU DON'T, YOU'LL
PROBABLY END UP WITH A LOOP OR BUG! Install the last translation of Patch 4. Playing the game I admit that I went to Teaching Feeling with the idea that this is another visual style novel game that is just all about sex. Don't get me wrong, we have some sexy moments here, but there's a lot more
heart in this game than I expected and I found myself much more attached than I thought it would be. Take My Girl Background game is pretty weird. One day there is a very strange person, and thanks to you you help him. His way to repay you with a young girl as a gift. This girl went through hell. She's
all scary, wearing what looks like a bag, like a dress, and she doesn't show any emotion that way ever. It tells you that you can do whatever you want with it! Right there, I thought I knew exactly what the game was getting on, but it's actually not the case at all. Instead of adding more to this young girls'

woes, Learning Feeling is a game about making it feel again. It's very interesting and it actually made me take care of her as a character and want to see her happy. Make her happy the idea of the game is that you have a lot of options to do. They range from taking her during the day, getting her
pancakes, buying her a nice dress and just showing her that there is more to life than the terrible abuse she has suffered so far. It's a pretty iingling stuff and I'm so worried about making her sad I'm always second guessing what I'm doing as I wanted her to be happy. This is a very interesting kind of game
mechanics and one that I really can't think of experiencing before in a game of this style. Now as great as the idea of looking after this young lady. The overall gameplay can be quite repetitive so I want them to change a few things in this regard to keep it And interesting. Collect them all until I found trying
to make this young girl happy the best best best for the game. Teaching Feeling actually has a lot of different things for you to collect. It's basically new items of clothing and accessories for her, but I was surprised at how addictive it was trying to get her new outfit to wear. Not only to make her look hot, but
so much so that she smiles and is happy that someone is doing something good for her. I know that some people get into this kind of game for one thing and only one thing. But I have to admit, I found it to be a very nice change of pace. Overall I found Learning Feeling to be a much more attractive game
than I thought it would be. Although I wish there was more variety in the whole gameplay. As for the visual novel style of play to go. I really like how the goal here is not only about sex, but about making a young girl feel about things and experience things for the first time. 8/10 Pros: I liked the idea of the
game there are many things to put together to put together a game always updated with a common story dark, touching and even sexy too! You get emotionally invested in game Cons: Not much actual gameplay, to sink your teeth in may not be hardcore enough for some people Thread Updated: 202002-18 Release Date: 2019-05-11 Original title: 奴隷と⽣活-Learning Feeling- Alias: Dorei no Seikatsu -Learning Feeling-VNDB: Developer: FreakilyCharming Twitter - Blog - Pixiviv przemo10371, tfpatchguy Censorship: Partial version: 2.5.2 Platform: Windows Language: English Screenshot Download
v18636releasesdiscussions (7)historyReport issue on this page.奴隷と⽣活 -Learning Sense-Safe / There (8)TitleDorei not Seikatsu -Learning Feeling -Original Title奴隷と⽣活 -Learning Sense---AliasesLife with Slave-Training Sense-DeveloperFreakilyCharmingPublishersFreakilyCharmingSTMDekiru
Transfers VNStatShops JP' 2090 - DLsite (eng) JP 2090 - DLsite (jpn)I became the guardian of a slave that was mistreated by its last owner. At first glance, when she was with me, the situation we were in was strange. She, of course, did not trust, but thanks to communication we became friends. We
were inspired and made friends. I bought her new clothes, and she wore it. Over time, I felt something different... and think now I think ... I ended up falling in love with her. Dorei is not a Seikatsu-Training Sense- revolves around the daily life of a doctor who eventually becomes the guardian of a slave
previously abused by its last owner. As the game begins, the player gives options to which can determine the doctor's personality, over the days of play. This game is about becoming intimate with a slave. (from DLsite) (5)Reviews (1)Full list of charactersCharacter summaryVote stats1410 votes total,
average 7.26 (good)101169204835573586181515151044493282817Popular Location: Place #151 with a score of 10.96Bayesian rating: place #550 with a rating of 7.23Safe (6) Tame (9)Violent (1)ScreenshotsDorei not Seikatsu-Training Sense-Training Sense is a popular visual novel 18 game, a game
called Dorei No Seikats and the English name life with a slave ... Developed by Japanese programmer RAY-K, the Creepy-style game throws you into history between a master and a slave. With gameplay, 18 images, the game promises to bring you a sense of extreme when participating in gameplay.
Currently in Vietnam, in addition to the games in the original version, you can also experience the mod version of ichibikun that will give you a deeper experience. Teaching The Sense of Fashion is full, comprehensively Vietnamese In Vietnamese, integrating more code to help you experience the fun.
Download Learning Feeling MOD - Visual novel 18 When involved in the gameplay, the plot of the game is that you save the slave, then you and she live together in the same house. The player will play the role of the owner, you can communicate, trust her. Shared personal activities such as watching
movies, eating etc. you probably love to add Booty Calls to a huge super 18 for you to explore. Teaching Feeling supports the game on two main platforms: mobile and PC. Supported operating systems Android, iOS, Windows 7, 8 and 10. In addition, players can use some software to install this game.
The origin of the game originated from Japan and then released to other countries, including Vietnam. In particular, you can download Learning Feeling ichibikun here for free. Synthesize a lot of standalone games on the computer for players here. Click to see! The spooky gameplay style is an extremely
new gameplay, bringing difference and excitement to gamers. The game is played out and takes place according to the existing history, and the player is the one who gives the choice after reading after your conversations. Where the story goes completely It's up to you to join the gameplay. The design of
game content, images and audio have quite rich and diverse content. Many situations for you to explore and touch the body or communicate with the girl. Some basic materials such as cleaning rooms, cooking rice, laundry, watching movies, etc... Developed on a 3D platform, the image is super sharp
with quite appealing content to a person who feels extreme viewing. Characters in the game In the game there are 3 layers of characters that you will encounter during the game. This is you (master), slave and other characters such as (friends of the master). Vietnamese If you play the original version,
you will have to read in Japanese or English. However, you can install the Learning Sense version of ichibikun full mod to use Vietnamese. Everything in the game was translated and free. Code Key Learning Feeling because I'm BEING REVILED a lot! SO MY KEY LIST WILL NO LONGER BE
UPDATED. FORGIVE EVERYONE! TAKE THE KEY LINK BELOW, GO THROUGH THE ICHIBIKUN AD ➡️ CLICK GET KEY TEACHING FEELING 2.5.2 (OFFICIAL LINK) OK! PEOPLE DON'T ASK ME ABOUT KEYS OR KEYS LIST, so you passed the ad to get the key! I can only support you to come
here! Download and download Learning Feeling MOD - Experience now Some other names teaching Feeling are called: maid Sylvie, my maid game, little maid, etc. extract pass: Ichibikun Instructions on using the team update Fix the machine when entering the game Guide some new features for android
should remove the old version and then reinstall. Use setave commands to overwork old save instructions to use setave commands If you override the old version and play the old save again, use the command: update once you enter the game. An updated guide to learning the Feeling MOD experience is
the key, no doubt to make players feel excited to be drawn to authentic stories very similar to the Summertime Saga. If you like the game? Download and download Learning Sense MOD for free with a link installed below for Android/PC. Unfortunately that iOS/IPHONE doesn't have an official version yet,
WMPGameOffline will update you as soon as possible. Don't forget how to share if the article is good and you like it! This is! teaching feeling android 2.3.1. teaching feeling 2.3 android apk
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